Agenda for
The Second ANSI/NIST-ITL Standard Workshop
March 1-3, 2011
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, Maryland USA

Tuesday, March 1st :

9-10 Brad Wing Welcome
10-10:15 Break
10:15-10:45 Pedro Janices Keynote: CIBRA 10 Conference
10:45-11:00 Bonnie Scheier Voice Working Group
11:00-11:30 Mark Przybocki Voice Standard Development Plans
11:30-12:00 Patrick Grother Type-17 Record (Iris)
12:00-13:00 Lunch (not provided)
13:00-13:30 Eric Albertine Type-98 Record (Information Assurance)
13:30-13:45 Bonnie Scheier Geographic Reference Field
13:45-14:00 Brian Finegold TOT field; Domain (field 1.013)
14:00-14:15 Patrick Grother Hash field
14:15-14:30 Break
14:30-15:00 John Mayer-Splain Resolution Text
15:00-15:15 Kevin Bullman Expansion of Type-10 (additional body parts)
15:15-15:45 John Mayer-Splain New Fields in Type-10 Record
        Best Practice for Facial Capture
15:45-16:30 Mike Hogan Conformance to the Standard
16:30-17:00 Open Forum Questions and Answers (First Day Topics)

Wednesday, March 2nd :

9:00-9:30 Brad Wing Summary of First Day
9:30-9:45 Mike McCabe User-Defined Fields in Type-9
         Deprecation of some Type-9 fields
9:45-10:15 Mike McCabe Image Stiching in Type-14 Record
10:15-10:30 Break
10:30-11:30 Austin Hicklin Inclusion of Extended Feature Set in Type-9
         Type-19 Record (Plantar)
11:30-12:00 Open Discussion Fingerprint-related Issues
12:00-13:00 Lunch (not provided)
13:00-13:45 Scott Carey Type-18 Record (DNA)
13:45-14:00 Mike McCabe Mobile ID
14:00-14:15 Break
14:15-15:15 John Mayer-Splain Type-20 Record
         Type-21 Record
         Traditional Encoding Annex
15:15-15:30 Anthony Hoang NIEM Biometrics Domain
15:30-16:30 Gerry Coleman XML encoding
16:30-17:00 Open Forum Questions and Answers (Second Day Topics)

Thursday, March 3rd:

All Day Brad Wing Review of Draft document and Comments
                   Polling of canvaseses on issues
                   Determination of schedule and path forward
10:00-10:15 Break
12:00-13:00 Lunch (not provided)
15:00-15:15 Break
17:00 Adjourn